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Abstract

In this paper we address the physical parallelization of a very efficient genetic algorithm

(GA) known as gradual distributed real-coded GA (GD-RCGA). This search model naturally

provides a set of eight subpopulations residing in a cube topology having two faces for pro-

moting exploration and exploitation. The resulting technique has been shown to yield very

accurate results in continuous optimization by using crossover operators tuned to explore

and exploit the solutions inside each subpopulation. Here, we encompass the actual parallel-

ization of the technique, and get deeper into the importance of running a synchronous versus

an asynchronous version of the basic GD-RCGA model. We also present the evaluation of the

parallel execution of GD-RCGA over two local area networks, a Fast-Ethernet network and a

Myrinet network. Our results indicate that the GD-RCGA model maintains a very high level

of accuracy for continuous optimization when run in parallel, and we also demonstrate the

relative advantages of each algorithm version over the two networks. Finally, we show that

the async parallelization scales better than the sync one, what suggests future research lines

for WAN execution and new models of search based on the original two-faced cube.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to extend a previous work [1] dealing with a new model

for optimization in continuous domains with genetic algorithms (GAs) [2]. GAs are

stochastic search techniques that iteratively improve a set of tentative solutions (pop-
ulation of individuals) by applying a crossover operator (merging two or more par-

ents to yield one or more offsprings) and a mutation of their contents (random

alterations of the problem variables). However, if we mimic natural evolution, we

should not operate on a single population in which a given individual has the poten-

tial to mate with any other partner in the entire population (panmixia). Instead, spe-

cies are structured and tend to reproduce within subgroups or within neighborhoods.

Among the existing types of structured GAs, distributed GAs (dGAs) [3] are spe-

cially popular. Their premise lies in partitioning the population into several subpop-
ulations, each one being processed by a GA, independently of the others.

Furthermore, a sparse migration of individuals produces an exchange of genetic

material between the subpopulations that enhances diversity and usually improves

the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm.

Making different decisions on the subalgorithms of a dGA through the applica-

tion of different search strategies, we obtain the so-called heterogeneous dGAs (multi-

resolution methods). This means that the search occurs at multiple exploration and

exploitation levels.
The homo/heterogeneity can be firstly understood as a term referring to the hard-

ware, where each island executes over a different computing platform [4]. However,

we have additional levels for possible heterogeneity as regards to the kind of search

that the islands are making. At this software level, we can also distinguish various

sublevels according to the source of the heterogeneity:

(1) Parameter level. The first approach to achieve the software heterogeneity is to use

the same GA in each island but varying the parameters of selection, recombina-
tion, mutation, and/or migration. These parameters could be initially fixed [5,6],

randomly chosen during the evolution [7,8], or follow an adaptive strategy [9–11].

(2) Operator level. At this level the heterogeneity is introduced by using different ge-

netic operators on the same GAs [12,13].

(3) Genotype level. This is a more subtle kind of heterogeneity where each subpop-

ulation stores locally encoded solutions represented with different enconding

schemata [14,15].

(4) Algorithm level. This is the most general heterogeneity class at the software level.
Each subpopulation can potentially run a different (evolutionary or non-evolu-

tionary) algorithm [16–18].

Note that the algorithm level heterogeneity contains all previous levels, since, for

example, a dGA with parameter-based heterogeneity is also algorithm-based hetero-

geneous. There also exist tools for the production of evolutionary algorithms not

directly matching this classification, e.g., by allowing the automatic distribution of

the computation, thus facilitating the creation of heterogeneous dGAs [19,20].
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Another orthogonal level of heterogeneity can be defined by rapport to the rela-

tionship maintained among the subpopulations of the dGA. Basically, if the amount

of resources (individuals) of each subpopulation is not fixed during the evolution,

i.e., the size of a subpopulation is made dependent on the current success of its strat-

egy, then it can be considered that the subpopulations are competing. Otherwise, it
seems that the subpopulations collaborate to find the optimum. Hence, we differen-

tiate between competition-based heterogeneity [21–24] and collaboration-based het-

erogeneity [25,26].

In this paper we study the parallelization of a heterogeneous dGA called gradual

distributed real-coded GA (GD-RCGA) [25]. This model of search is a kind of distrib-

uted technique that runs eight populations concurrently in a cubic topology with

sparse migrations of individuals among them. Distributed evolutionary algorithms

are a subclass of decentralized evolutionary algorithms [27] aimed at reducing the
convergence to local optima, promoting diversity, and finding alternative solutions

to the same problem. The GD-RCGA model is suitable for the optimization of con-

tinuous functions, because it includes in the basic improvement loop of the algorithm

the utilization of crossover operators for float genes (variables), engineered with

fuzzy logic technology to deal with the traditional ‘‘fuzzy’’ GA concepts of explora-

tion and exploitation.

The whole configuration of GD-RCGA is a cube with eight populations, four

of them targeted to improve the exploration of the algorithm and another four
ones aimed at exploiting the neighborhood of the best solutions. It performs

sparse migrations of individuals inside and outside these two sets of four subalgo-

rithms (islands). The GD-RCGA model presents different levels of heterogene-

ity. On one hand, it is parameter-level heterogeneous since the subpopulations

use different values of selection pressure. But its subpopulations also utilize differ-

ent crossover operators, so it can also be considered as operator-level heteroge-

neous. On the other hand, the GD-RCGA model exhibits collaboration-based

heterogeneity, since its subpopulations cooperate, not compete, in order to perform
the search.

There exist some studies on GD-RCGA in the literature. However, although the

algorithm shows a straightforward parallelization, only sequential implementations

exist; in them, a concurrent execution of the islands is simulated at hand on a mono-

processor. The contribution of this work is, first, to provide a parallel implementa-

tion that really runs in a cluster of machines, which has been called Hy3

(Hypercube3). This noun is appropriate since we have future plans for a Hy4 algo-

rithm. The parallelization should show an improvement in terms of wall-clock time,
and therefore should enlarge the complexity of the tasks solved by the algorithm.

Furthermore, the execution has been carried out over two local area networks, a

Fast-Ethernet network and a Myrinet network. Myrinet is a cost-effective and

high-performance technology that is widely used to interconnect clusters of ma-

chines. Characteristics that distinguish Myrinet from other networks include full-du-

plex Gigabit/second data rate links, flow control, and low latency. Additionally, we

are interested in investigating the advantages that could outcome from an asynchro-

nous design, instead of the synchronous search that the basic GD-RCGA suggests.
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Thus, Hy3 comes as a new parallel model in which new numerical and efficiency

challenges need to be studied.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background to under-

stand the Hy3 model and a discussion on our parallel implementations. In Section 3,

we briefly introduce the problems contained in our benchmark. In Section 4, we pro-
ceed to present the parameterization that we have used here, and to analyze the re-

sults from a numerical and run time point of view. Finally, we summarize the

conclusions and discuss several lines for future research in Section 5.
2. The Hy3 model

In this section we describe the basic behavior of the GD-RCGA [25], and explain
how it has been parallelized to yield the new Hy3 algorithm as a set of concurrent

objects using the JACO environment [28] in Java.
2.1. GD-RCGA

The present availability of crossover operators for real-coded genetic algorithms

(RCGAs) allows the possibility of including in the same algorithm different explora-

tion or exploitation degrees, which leads to the design of heterogeneous distributed
RCGAs based on this kind of operators [12]. GD-RCGA is included into such class

of heterogeneous algorithms, since it applies a different crossover operator in each of

its component subpopulations. Fig. 1 contains a graphic outline of the algorithm.

The distribution scheme of GD-RCGA is based on a hypercube topology with

three dimensions. There are two important faces in this hypercube that have to be

considered:
Fig. 1. Structure of a GD-RCGA.
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• The front side is devoted to exploration. It is made up of four subpopulations

E1; . . . ;E4, in which several exploratory crossovers are applied.
• The rear side promotes exploitation. It is composed of subpopulations e1; . . . ; e4,
that apply exploitative crossover operators.

One salient feature of GD-RCGA is the use of an elitist strategy [29] in the sub-

populations, an important factor that may have influence on a too rapid conver-

gence. However, this is necessary in order to solve complex problems because

otherwise the best so far individual could disappear due to crossover or mutation.

The resulting structure is a parallel-suited multi-resolution method using several

crossover operators which allow to achieve simultaneously a diversified search (reli-

ability), and an effective local tuning (accuracy). Furthermore, subpopulations are

adequately connected for exploiting the multi-resolution in a gradual way, since
the migrations between subpopulations belonging to different categories (front-rear

migrations) may induce the refinement/expansion of the best emerging zones.

Let us explain the migration schema and the selection mechanism used in GD-

RCGA for establishing a correct coordination between refinement and expansion.

2.1.1. Migration schema

Distributed genetic algorithms behavior is strongly determined by the migration

mechanism [30–32]. GD-RCGA uses a migration model where copies of migrants
are sent only towards immediate neighbors along a dimension of the hypercube,

and each subsequent migration takes place along a different dimension of the hyper-

cube. Particularly, the best element of each population is sent towards the corre-

sponding subpopulation periodically, as shown in Fig. 2. The sequence of

application is, first, the refinement migrations; second, the refinement/expansion

migrations; third, the expansion migrations; and finally, the sequence starts again.

The place of an emigrant is taken by the incoming individual.

This migration schema keeps a global elitist strategy, since the best element of all
subpopulations is never lost, although it could be moved from one subpopulation to

another.

2.1.2. Selection mechanism

We use the same selection mechanism as in [25]: linear ranking selection [33]. It is

used because its selective pressure can be easily adjusted. In linear ranking selection,
Fig. 2. Three types of migration in a GD-RCGA.
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the individuals are sorted in order of raw fitness, and then the selection probability,

ps, of each individual Ii is computed according to its rank rankðIiÞ, with
rankðIbestÞ ¼ 1, by using the following non-increasing assignment function:
Table

Crosso

Cro

gmin
psðIiÞ ¼
1

N
� gmax

�
� ðgmax � gminÞ �

rankðIiÞ � 1
N � 1

�
; ð1Þ
where N is the population size, and gmin 2 ½0; 1� specifies the expected number of
copies for the worst individual (the best one has gmax ¼ 2� gmin expected copies).
The selection pressure of linear ranking is determined by gmin. If gmin is low, high
pressure is achieved, whereas if it is high, the pressure is low. Different selection

pressure degrees have been assigned to every subpopulation of the GD-RCGAs, by

using the gmin values shown in Table 1.
Linear ranking is combined with stochastic universal sampling [34]. This procedure

guarantees that the number of copies of any individual is bounded by the floor and

ceiling of its expected number of copies.

The GD-RCGA has been implemented endowed with fuzzy connective-based

crossover operators, called GD-FCB [25]. FCB-crossover operators have different

exploration/exploitation degrees (Table 1), which allow us to produce gradual effects

by configuring them correctly.

2.2. GD-RCGA parallelization using JACO: the Hy3 model

The parallelization of the GD-RCGA, that we have called Hy3, has been carried

out by using the software components shown in Fig. 3. These components are the
JACO runtime system and the Hy3 Java design, which are discussed in the next

two subsections.

2.2.1. The JACO runtime system

JACO (JAva-based Concurrent Object system) is a runtime system implemented

in Java, although it has been also rewritten in C# on top of the .NET platform of

Microsoft [28].

With JACO we can use Java to fast writing parallel programs according to a con-
current object model (high abstraction). This model considers a concurrent object as

an active entity, with an internal state and a public interface. Objects can also have

synchronization constraints, which disable some operations when they are not al-

lowed. A typical example is disabling a put operation on a bounded buffer when
1

ver exploration/exploitation degrees and gmin values for each subpopulation

Exploitation Exploration

e4 e3 e2 e1 E1 E2 E3 E4
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Fig. 3. Multilevel software architecture used to implement Hy3.
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it is full. There are two kinds of operations: commands, which are asynchronous

operations, and queries, which are read-only synchronous operations. To ensure that

a number of operations are executed in mutual exclusion, objects need to be acquired

before being used. There also are two types of acquire operations: exclusive

and shared. Thus, concurrent objects are accessed according to a multiple-readers/
single-writer scheme.
2.2.2. The Hy3 model

The UML class diagram in Fig. 3 depicts the design used in the Hy3 model. It

presents two kinds of objects: concurrent objects, which are supported by JACO

and prefixed with CO-, and sequential objects, without prefixes.

The COGA class represents the islands of the distributed genetic algorithm. It

manages the program execution by controlling the termination, the computation
of new algorithm steps, and the migration schema. The inclusion of COBuffer class

has been necessary to avoid deadlocks (uncoupling buffers). Each COGA has an

associated COBuffer located in the same node, from which it takes migrated individ-

uals. The rest of the classes are devoted to the computation of the problem, imple-

menting selection, crossover, mutation, and evaluation of individuals.

Two versions ofHy3 have been implemented: Synchronous Hy3 and Asynchronous

Hy3. In the first one, every subpopulation, for each migration phase, sends its

best individual and then it waits for another one coming from the corresponding
neighbor. In the async mode, this consideration is not taken into account; thus,

any individual stored in its buffer can be included in the population at any

time. Since the incoming individual always replaces the best one in the subpopula-

tion in the two modes, the async version could lead to lose the global elitism due

to its asynchronism (the best individual of a subpopulation could be replaced

before it is migrated) although it is not an usual scenario on a homogeneous cluster

of machines.
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3. Problems

In this section, we present the benchmark used to test our algorithms. We have

analyzed the results of minimization experiments on six test functions and three

real-world problems in order to better sustain our claims. We selected the same
benchmark that [25] because it is very complete and also for comparison purposes.

They are described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
3.1. Test functions

We have considered six classical and well-known test functions: sphere model

ðfSphÞ [29,35], generalized Rosenbrock’s function ðfRosÞ [29], Schwefel’s problem 1.2

ðfSchÞ [35], generalized Rastrigin’s function ðfRasÞ [36,37], Griewangk’s function
ðfGriÞ [38], and expansion of f10 ðef10Þ [39]. Fig. 4 shows their formulation. The
dimension of the search space is 10 for ef10 and 25 for the remaining test functions.

Each one has its particular features:

• fSph is a continuous, strictly convex, and unimodal function.
• fRos is a continuous, non-separable (nonlinear interactions among variables), and
unimodal function, with the optimum located in a steep parabolic valley with a

flat bottom (i.e., hard progress to the optimum).
• fSch is a continuous and unimodal function. Its difficulty concerns the fact that
searching along the coordinate axes only gives a poor rate of convergence because

the gradient of fSch is not oriented along the axes. It presents similar difficulties to
fRos, but its valley is much narrower.

• fRas is a scalable, continuous, and multimodal function, which is made from fSph
by modulating it with a � cosðx � xiÞ.

• fGri is a continuous and multimodal function. This function is difficult to optimize
because it is non-separable.

• f10 is a function that has nonlinear interactions between two variables. Its ex-
panded version ef10 is built in such a way that it induces nonlinear interactions

across multiple variables. It is non-separable as well.
3.2. Real-world problems

We have chosen the following three real-world problems: systems of linear equa-

tions [40], frequency modulation sounds parameter identification problem [18], and
polynomial fitting problem [41]. They all are described in next subsections.
3.2.1. Systems of linear equations

The problem may be stated as solving for the elements of a vector X , given the
matrix A and the vector B in the expression A � X ¼ B. The evaluation function used
for these experiments is
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fsleðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

ðaij � xjÞ
 ����� � bi

!�����: ð2Þ
Clearly, if the system of equations is solvable, the best value for this objec-

tive function is fsleðx	Þ ¼ 0. Furthermore, the range of parameters is ½�9:0;þ11:0�.
Inter-parameter linkage (i.e., nonlinearity) is easily controlled in systems of linear
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equations, their nonlinearity does not deteriorate as increasing the number of

parameters used, and they have proven to be quite difficult. We have considered a

ten-parameter problem instance. Its matrices are included in Fig. 5.

3.2.2. Frequency modulation sounds parameter identification problem

The problem is to specify six parameters a1, x1, a2, x2, a3, x3 of the frequency

modulation sounds model represented by
yðtÞ ¼ a1 � sinðx1 � t � h þ a2 � sinðx2 � t � h þ a3 � sinðx3 � t � hÞÞÞ ð3Þ
with h ¼ ð2 � p=100Þ. The fitness function is defined as the summation of the square
errors between the evolved data and the model data, as follows:
ffmsða1;x1; a2;x2; a3;x3Þ ¼
X100
t¼0

ðyðtÞ � y0ðtÞÞ2; ð4Þ
where the model data are given by the following equation:
y0ðtÞ ¼ 1:0 � sinð5:0 � t � h � 1:5 � sinð4:8 � t � h þ 2:0 � sinð4:9 � t � hÞÞÞ: ð5Þ
Each parameter is in the range ½�6:4;þ6:35�. This is a highly complex multimodal
problem having strong epistasis, with minimum value ffmsðx	Þ ¼ 0.
Fig. 5. Matrices of the linear equations problem instance.
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3.2.3. Polynomial fitting problem

This problem lies in finding the coefficients of the following polynomial in z:
P ðzÞ ¼
X2k
j¼0

cj � zj; k 2 Zþ ð6Þ
such that, 8z 2 ½�1;þ1�
P ðzÞ 2 ½�1;þ1�; P ð1:2ÞP T2kð1:2Þ; P ð�1:2ÞP T2kð�1:2Þ; ð7Þ
where T2kðzÞ is a Chebyshev polynomial of degree 2k.
The solution to the polynomial fitting problem consists of the coefficients of

T2kðzÞ. This polynomial oscillates between )1 and +1 when its argument z is between
)1 and +1. Outside this region, the polynomial rises steeply in the direction of high
positive ordinate values. This problem has its roots in electronic filter design, and it

challenges an optimization procedure by forcing it to find parameter values with
grossly different magnitudes, something very common in industrial systems. The

Chebyshev polynomial employed here is
T8ðzÞ ¼ 1� 32 � z2 þ 160 � z4 � 256 � z6 þ 128 � z8: ð8Þ
It is a nine-parameter problem. A small correction is needed in order to transform

the constraints of this problem into an objective function to be minimized, called

fCheb (see [25] for the details). Each parameter (coefficient) is in the range

½�512:0;þ512:0�. The objective function value of the optimum is fChebðc	Þ ¼ 0.
4. Experiments

In this section, we present the parameters used in the Hy3 model (Section 4.1).

Then we discuss the experimental results obtained (Section 4.2) and perform a fur-

ther analysis of the importance of the polling frequency in the asynchronous Hy3

model (Section 4.3).
4.1. Hy3 parameters

All our Hy3 models use 20 individuals per subpopulation and perform a migra-

tion every five generations. The probability of update an individual by mutation

ðpmÞ is 0.125, and the crossover probability is 0.6. The mutation operator applied
is non-uniform mutation [42]. This operator needs two parameters: b (set to

value 5), which determines the degree of dependency on the number of iterations,

and T , which is the maximum number of generations.

The original GD-RCGA work imposed a predefined number of iterations (5000),

but we cannot do the same because we want to measure the time to find equivalent
solutions between the sync/async versions and with respect to the original work.

Thus, we have defined our goal as to reach the fitness values appearing in Table 2

(that correspond to the average of the best fitness function found in [25]). All the



Table 2

Target fitness (TF) for the Hy3 models

Problem TF

fSph 2e)13
fRas 4e)11
fsle 4e1

fRos 9e0

fGri 2e)2
ffms 1e1

fSch 4e0

ef10 2e)3
fCheb 2e2
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tests perform 100 independent runs. The presented results are the average over suc-

cessful executions, i.e., executions that reach the target fitness.

Our computing system is a cluster of eight personal computers running SuSE

Linux 8.1 (i386)––Kernel 2.4.19-4GB (1), each one having an Intel Pentium IV

2.4 GHz processor and 512 Mb of memory. The machines are interconnected by
a Fast-Ethernet (100 Mbps) network and a Myrinet (2 Gbps) network. We have used

JDK 1.4.1_01-b01 and compiled the programs with the -O optimization flag.

4.2. Results

Let us now proceed with the analysis of the results. The execution times of syn-

chronous and asynchronous versions of Hy3 over Fast-Ethernet and Myrinet are

presented in Table 3. Fig. 6 also shows the difference, D�t, between async and sync
execution times ðD�t ¼ �tAsync ��tSyncÞ. In this figure, positive values mean that the asyn-
chronous Hy3 is slower than the synchronous one, while negative values show that

the asynchronous model is faster than the sync one.

We consider first the monoprocessor case. We can observe that the synchronous

algorithm has produced a faster execution than the asynchronous one (positive val-
Table 3

Execution times of Hy3

Time

(ms)

1 CPU 8 CPUs

Sync Async p Fast-Ethernet Myrinet

Sync Async p Sync Async p

fSph 171050 189203 + 105182 57428 + 86389 77143 +

fRos 20492 18608 ) 12451 6952 + 11431 6675 +

fSch 29359 30207 ) 14742 7956 + 12341 12061 )
fRas 182252 190949 + 97606 56130 + 87439 80878 +

fGri 57313 65460 ) 27970 21237 + 28222 26080 )
ef10 199749 217838 + 112793 63584 + 99481 86743 +

fsle 1142 1129 + 1081 1051 + 1002 1025 +

ffms 23167 21840 ) 9219 4487 + 7793 4529 +

fCheb 164717 228855 ) 20371 24059 ) 13658 27810 +
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Fig. 6. Difference between asynchronous and synchronous times.
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ues in first columns of Fig. 6), and there exists statistical confidence (see ‘‘+’’ symbols

meaning significance of t-test) for three problems. The complex instance fsle is an
exception, although the difference is negligible. These results can be explained be-

cause of the extra computation carried out by the subalgorithms in the asynchronous

Hy3. This extra computation is provoked by the polling operation used to check for

incoming individuals from other subpopulations.

But if we observe the right part of Table 3, we can notice that when running the

algorithm in eight CPUs, using Fast-Ethernet as well as Myrinet, the asynchronous
version is usually faster than the sync one (negative values in Fig. 6). The reason is

that the synchronization induces larger parallel waiting times. We conclude that the

run times provided by the asynchronous parallel Hy3 model are in general lower

than the synchronous ones, since there exists a large plethora of possible fine-tuned

more efficient parallel asynchronous configurations while there exists a single sequen-

tial or parallel synchronous one.

Table 4 allows us to measure the performance of parallel Hy3 executions over

Fast-Ethernet and Myrinet. In this table we present two metrics, the parallel effi-
ciency ðgÞ and the serial fraction (sf) [43], in order to enrich our understanding of
the effects of parallelism on the Hy3 models. If we consider that N is the number

of processors (N ¼ 8 in this case) and sN is the speedup ðsN ¼ �t1CPU=�tNCPU sÞ, the
two metrics can be defined, respectively, as
g ¼ sN
N

¼
�t1 CPU
�tN CPUs

N
ð9Þ

sf ¼ 1=sN � 1=N
1� 1=N : ð10Þ
One can notice that, first, the async parallel efficiency is greater than the sync one,

whatever network we use. It is also observed the globally poor efficiency of the

parallel Hy3. This undesirable feature of the parallelization can be explained because



Table 4

Parallel efficiency of Hy3

Parallel efficiency Serial fraction

gEthSync gEthAsync gMyrSync gMyrAsync sfEthSync sfEthAsync sf
Myr
Sync sf

Myr
Async

fSph 0.20 0.41 0.25 0.31 0.56 0.20 0.43 0.32

fRos 0.21 0.33 0.22 0.35 0.55 0.28 0.49 0.27

fSch 0.25 0.47 0.30 0.31 0.43 0.16 0.34 0.31

fRas 0.23 0.43 0.26 0.30 0.47 0.19 0.41 0.34

fGri 0.26 0.39 0.25 0.31 0.42 0.23 0.42 0.31

ef10 0.22 0.43 0.25 0.31 0.50 0.19 0.43 0.31

fsle 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.94 0.92 0.86 0.89

ffms 0.31 0.61 0.37 0.60 0.32 0.09 0.24 0.09

fCheb 1.01 1.19 1.51 1.03 )0.001 )0.02 )0.05 )0.003
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the original GD-RCGA model is targeted to run on a monoprocessor (each island

contains only 20 individuals). However, we want to remark that this metric grows

with problem complexity (leading to 100% efficiency, even super-linear speedup), as

it is justified by the increase of the local computation/communication ratio intro-

duced by complex instances ðfChebÞ.
The high values of serial fraction point out that the parallel algorithm can be still

further improved to better profit from the parallel platform. However, acceptable

values are obtained in functions ffms, where sf
Eth
Async ¼ sf

Myr
Async ¼ 0:09, and fCheb, where

sf < 0. This last negative value indicates that the parallel algorithm has achieved

super-linear speedup [44]. The serial fraction also shows that the async models are

more suitable for parallel execution than the sync ones, since in general

sfAsync < sfSync. Additionally, if this metric remains constant for a different number
of processors, it could allow us to consider as ‘‘good’’ results those with small values

of parallel efficiency, because the loss of efficiency is due to the limited parallelism of

the model (although we can conclude nothing in this sense here, since Hy3 runs on a

fixed number of processors).
Now, in Table 5 we turn to the analysis of the number of evaluations (the numer-

ical effort to solve problems). We also present in Fig. 7 the difference, D�e, between

async and sync number of evaluations ðD�e ¼ �eAsync � �eSyncÞ. In this case, positive val-
ues indicate that the async model performs a greater number of evaluations than the

sync one, while negative values show that the number of evaluations accomplished

by the sync Hy3 is greater. The two versions, sync and async, need a similar effort

to solve all the optimization tasks, what it was expected, since all the machines have

an identical computational power, thus inducing similar behavior for the sync and
async migrations. Despite the positive values in Fig. 7 ð�eAsync > �eSyncÞ, neither the
sync Hy3 model nor the async Hy3 are more efficient numerically (‘‘)’’ symbol in
statistics of Table 5), i.e., they two require a similar effort to locate a solution.

In order to evaluate the parallel execution of Hy3 over the two local area net-

works, we have performed some additional significance tests, that do not appear

in this paper to reduce the length of the section. These tests consist in comparing,

on the one hand, the synchronous parallel versions of the algorithm running over



Table 5

Number of evaluations of Hy3

Time

(ms)

1 CPU 8 CPUs

Sync Async p Fast-Ethernet Myrinet

Sync Async p Sync Async p

fSph 661421 720684 + 691239 723302 + 668086 681971 )
fRos 74058 66339 ) 75885 75903 ) 81289 52363 +

fSch 108975 110664 ) 92308 89542 ) 88240 99888 )
fRas 693733 713550 ) 645777 701516 + 666534 707829 +

fGri 215380 240381 ) 181614 258359 + 208478 225343 )
ef10 724190 767917 ) 728343 774928 + 747161 742087 )
fsle 320 320 ) 320 320 ) 320 321 )
ffms 51613 45373 ) 54431 29962 + 47449 28623 +

fCheb 153756 171836 ) 93654 111138 ) 60336 129094 +

∆e = e Async - eSync
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Fig. 7. Difference between asynchronous and synchronous number of evaluations.
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the two networks and, on the other hand, the asynchronous ones. Again, the results

of the significance tests reveal that these parallel executions over the two networks

are similar. This can be explained because the amount of information transmitted

is small (only an individual per migration) and therefore the Hy3 model does not

take advantage of the higher transfer rates of Myrinet network.

Finally, in Table 6 we show the percentage of successful executions of the Hy3

models. The results presented do not allow us to conclude anything about the supe-

riority of any of them for our varied benchmark. The sync version has a larger hit
rate than the async one for the problems fRos, fGri, and fCheb, while the async Hy3

performs better for fSph, fRas, and ef10. For the rest of the problems, either both mod-
els always reach the target fitness (fSch and fsle) or the behavior is quite different be-
tween the monoprocessor case and the parallel case ðffmsÞ. The suitability is thus
clearly problem-dependent.



Table 6

Hit rate of Hy3

1 CPU 8 CPUs

Sync Async Fast-Ethernet Myrinet

Sync Async Sync Async

fSph 0.79 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.71 0.99

fRos 0.90 0.81 0.91 0.85 0.93 0.83

fSch 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

fRas 0.80 0.97 0.90 0.96 0.79 0.97

fGri 0.85 0.73 0.88 0.78 0.82 0.77

ef10 0.82 0.95 0.86 0.94 0.83 1.00

fsle 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ffms 0.36 0.30 0.35 0.49 0.38 0.46

fCheb 0.50 0.21 0.76 0.40 0.81 0.28
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4.3. Influence of the polling frequency in the asynchronous Hy3

As we stated before, the subpopulations in the asynchronousHy3 need to perform

a polling operation to check its buffer for incoming individuals. This polling opera-

tion is carried out on every iteration of the algorithm, i.e., if we define the polling gap

(PG) as the number of iterations between polling operations, then it can be said that

PG ¼ 1. This high polling frequency (note that it is the maximum possible value)

leads the async Hy3 to do a high extra computation. In this section we want to ana-
lyze the behavior of the asynchronous models when we increase PG (i.e., decrease the

polling frequency). Particularly, we execute the async Hy3 with PG ¼ 5. In order to
differentiate both models, we have called them async1 Hy3 and async5 Hy3, respec-

tively.

The first results that we present in this section (Table 7) concern the successful

runs of the async1 and async5 models. They show that, for functions where the algo-
Table 7

Hit rate of Async5 Hy3 model

1 CPU 8 CPUs

Async1 Async5 Fast-Ethernet Myrinet

Async1 Async5 Async1 Async5

fSph 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 0.99 0.00

fRos 0.81 0.97 0.85 0.99 0.83 0.99

fSch 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

fRas 0.97 0.00 0.96 0.00 0.97 0.00

fGri 0.73 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.77 0.98

ef10 0.95 0.00 0.94 0.02 1.00 0.26

fsle 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ffms 0.30 0.56 0.49 0.67 0.46 0.57

fCheb 0.21 0.48 0.40 0.86 0.28 0.80
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rithm has to achieve high accuracy (fSph, fRas, and ef10) the async5 Hy3 either never

find the optimum or the hit rate is small. We must remark that this behavior does not

mean that the algorithm never finds the solution, but the conditions imposed by

these problems are very restrictive. For example, the target fitness for fRas is 4e)11
(see Table 2) and all the algorithms find easily 1e)10, but it is very difficult to pro-
gress until 4e)11. Another subtle reason that can explain this small number of suc-
cessful runs is because of the implementation of the polling gap. If a polling

operation finds an empty buffer due to the asynchronism of the algorithm, then

the subpopulation does not incorporate any individual at least in PG+PG (10) com-

plete generations, and therefore a new individual may be grossly incompatible with

the target subpopulation [15,25].

For all of the problems but fSph, fRas, and ef10, the performance of the async5 al-
ways showed a higher or equal hit rate than the async1 model. This can be explained
because of the incorporation of incompatible individuals by migration (the mule ef-

fect): this leads the async5 Hy3 to evolve subpopulations independently during a lar-

ger number of generations (more exploitation); this feature, along with the low

restrictions of this functions (high target fitness), allows the algorithm to rapidly find

acceptable solutions that fulfil the demanding target value.

Let us now begin with the run time and numerical effort analyses. Fig. 8 shows the

difference, D�t, between the execution times of async
1 and async5 models ðD�t ¼

�tAsync1 ��tAsync5Þ. Analogously, Fig. 9 presents the difference, D�e, between the number
of evaluations of async1 and async5 Hy3 ðD�e ¼ �eAsync1 � �eAsync5Þ. In this figures we do
not include the resulting values for the tests with a zero hit rate; thus, for example,

there not exist columns for the problem fRas.
One can observe that the async5 model is always faster and performs a lower num-

ber of evaluations than the async1 one, both in Fast-Ethernet and Myrinet. This can

be justified by two facts. First, the async5 Hy3 is faster because the extra computa-

tion is reduced by increasing the polling gap; and, second, the async5 model can find

acceptable solutions faster than the async1 one since it is more exploitative, so it has
to evaluate a smaller number of individuals. This same reasons work against the hit

rate of async5 versus async1 for some problems.
∆t = tAsync1 - t Async5
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Fig. 8. Difference between async1 and async5 execution times.
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5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we include a further study on parallelizing a sequential algorithm

called GD-RCGA. The new model has been called Hy3. With this model we inves-

tigate the advantages that provides an asynchronous design versus a synchronous

one. We also present the evaluation of the parallel execution of Hy3 over two
local area networks: a Fast-Ethernet network and a Myrinet network. The motiva-

tion for analyzing its parallel execution is that the algorithm has a great accuracy

for optimization problems coming from the continuous domains in mathematics.

Since the algorithm performs a search based in the separate execution of eight sub-

populations with migrations in a cube, it has been readily direct its physical parall-

elization.

Then, we have focused on the time and numerical efficiency. We have performed

all the analysis under the assumption that our parallel versions must reach the same
average solution quality as the one reported by the basic reference work. With this

goal in mind, we have solved nine problems.

If we analyze the 1 CPU case, the sync model is faster; but when we shift to use 8

CPUs, this model is slower than the asynchronous one. A clear conclusion is that the

global parallel efficiency of the parallel Hy3 is increased with the difficult instances

such as ffms and fCheb. Thus the model will allow us to tackle really complex prob-
lems. The lack of efficiency in the simple instances can be explained because the ori-

ginal GD-RCGA model is targeted to run on a monoprocessor. The comparison
between parallel executions of sync and async Hy3 models over the two networks

also shows that they do not take advantage of faster networks such as Myrinet, since

the amount of information transmitted by the migration mechanism is small.

We have also studied the influence of the polling frequency in the asynchronous

Hy3 model. We have define the polling gap, PG, as the number of iterations between

polling operations. Then we have considered PG¼ 1 and PG¼ 5, calling the models
async1 Hy3 and async5 Hy3, respectively. The results indicate that the async5 model

is faster and performs a smaller number of evaluations than the async1 Hy3, but at
the cost of a smaller hit rate sometimes.
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As a future work, we will apply the model to combinatorial optimization. Also,

we plan to introduce a restart technique, and a new modified model of search to im-

prove the results on even more complex problems. This new model will consist in a

hypercube of dimension n (with n ¼ 4; 5; 6; . . .). Finally, the better parallel efficiency
of async Hy3 models, along with the present availability of a large number of com-
puting resources in the Internet, suggest the execution over a WAN platform in an

asynchronous manner.
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